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Abstract: This research presents a machine vision approach to detect lesions in liver ultrasound
as well as resolving some issues in ultrasound such as artifacts, speckle noise, and blurring effect.
The anisotropic diffusion is modified using the edge preservation conditions which found better
than traditional ones in quantitative evolution. To dig for more potential information, a learnable
super-resolution (SR) is embedded into the deep CNN. The feature is fused using Gabor Wavelet
Transform (GWT) and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) with a pre-trained deep CNN model. Moreover,
we propose a Bayes rule-based informative patch selection approach to reduce the processing
time with the selective image patches and design an algorithm to mark the lesion region from
identified ultrasound image patches. To train this model, standard data ensures promising resolution.
The testing phase considers generalized data with a varying resolution and test the performance of
the model. Exploring cross-validation, it finds that a 5-fold strategy can successfully eradicate the
overfitting problem. Experiment data are collected using 298 consecutive ultrasounds comprising
15,296 image patches. This proposed feature fusion technique confirms satisfactory performance
compared to the current relevant works with an accuracy of 98.40%.

Keywords: learning-based super resolution; modified anisotropic diffusion; deep CNN; liver
ultrasound; focal liver lesion

1. Introduction

The final stage of liver lesion forms liver cancer. It is the largest cause of cancer-related death and
causes 700,000 deaths each year as reported by the American cancer society. In 2020, it is estimated
that around 42,810 new cases will be diagnosed in the USA, among them about 20,160 will die of this
type of cancer [1]. However, the primary growth of lesions should be detected to prevent possible
cancer formation. As the cancer symptoms are not visible in the earlier stage, some experts recommend
screening through ultrasound images in every 6 months.

In the medical method, liver lesions are considered to be liver mass or tumor constituting
from a group of abnormal cells. The lack of proper diagnosis of liver lesions is prone to be cancer.
The recommended diagnosis is blood tests and imaging tests. Imaging tests mostly assist the radiologist
to know the exact size, location, and condition of the lesion. Ultrasound is preferable to any other
imaging modalities to make the live images of the liver. Moreover, it is cost-effective, comfortable,
and noninvasive in nature [2]. This will provide the visual information of the disease state and
condition to the doctor. However, the diagnostic accuracy is mostly dependent on ultrasound image
quality and doctor experience [3]. With the growth of technology, the ultrasound system evolves
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challenges and opportunities [4]. Computer-aided (CAD) system can promote ultrasound in a new
dimension by alleviating the existing drawbacks.

The scholars have suggested a large number of CAD methods to distinguish liver diseases using
liver ultrasound. In [5], several computerized approaches were introduced for the diagnosis of liver
using ultrasound images. This study shows the speckle affected image has reduced the performance of
CAD system. An efficient filtering technique is crucial both for speckle suppressing and edge preserving.
In [6], the focal liver lesions were classified from the normal liver. They extracted 208 textural features
from the region of interest (ROI) of each segmented liver image. They obtained 86.4% classification
accuracy using a two-step NN classifier. The ultrasound image modality was used to classify focal
liver lesions using textural features [7]. They used a PCA-SVM-based classifier and obtained overall
accuracy of 87.2% for classification. In [8], a multi-SVM was used to discriminate the focal liver
lesion with accuracy 96.11%. They used Haralick local (HL) texture and histogram-based features
for extracting textural features. High-level features are extracted using stacked sparse auto-encoder
technique for focal liver lesions classification [9]. A level set method and Fuzzy c-means were used for
the segmentation of liver lesions. The SoftMax classifier performed 97.2% classification accuracy for
their proposed technique. Balasubramanian suggested an automatic classification of focal liver lesions
by exploring texture features [10]. A PCA technique was applied to select the principle features for
the classification using neural network-based classifiers. An artificial neural network has deployed
to distinguish liver conditions from ultrasound image in [11]. They used 47 mixed feature set and
obtained improved accuracy of 91.7% for training data. Xian et al. [12] presented an approach to detect
malignant or benign liver tumor from ultrasound image. A fuzzy support vector machine adopted
with texture features obtained 97.0% classification accuracy. Jeon et al. [13] proposed a novel ROI
selection method to improve the classification accuracy of focal liver lesions. They suggested that
the performance improved compared with the existing ROI selection approach with accuracy more
than 80%. A back propagation neural network combined with principle feature selection technique
was proposed by Virmani et al. [14]. PCA was applied as a dimensionality reduction technique for
the extracted features of ROI with the overall classification accuracy of 87.7%. In their later work
at paper [15], they introduced a two steps PCA-NN-based binary classifier. Using this proposed
system, they were able to improve the classification accuracy to 95%. Hwang et al. proposed hybrid
textural feature extraction modalities for focal liver lesions with accuracy over 96% [16]. They extracted
42 hybrid features among which 29 were selected using PCA to feed into back propagation NN.
The deep analysis of several intelligent modalities depict that optimal patch selection and meaningful
feature formation can improve the detection accuracy of focal liver lesion in ultrasound images.

Most of the literature review found that the ultrasound image quality seriously reduces the
performance of any CAD system. The artifacts and speckle noise in the ultrasound image make
these classification tasks more difficult and even wrong diagnoses. Sometimes, there is a want of
high-frequency details in the filtered image. This low resolution and over smoothness cannot dig the
reliable features in many cases. This experiment finds the room to improve these conditions with good
classification accuracy. Modified anisotropic diffusion with edge preservation approach filters the
input test images. A learning-based super-resolution technique will be applied to each filtered image.
This research extracts the local textural features using Gabor Wavelet Transform (GWT) and Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) and fused with a fine-tuned transfer learning model. An SVM classifier detects the
focal lesion region in the input ultrasound test image. This research presents an amended performance
to make the ultrasound modalities more reliable and effective. The epitome of our contributions are:

(i) A Computer-aided technique obtaining amended performance in liver lesion detection through
the deep CNN with local textural features of LBP and GWT.

(ii) The main drawbacks of ultrasound images are resolved using edge-preserving anisotropic
diffusion and enhance the significant information by learnable super resolution (SR) techniques.

(iii) A proposed lesion detection technique outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
(iv) An informative patch selection technique reduces the computation time.
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(v) A designed algorithm marks lesions’ region from identified ultrasound image patches.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the research methodology of liver lesion
detection in the ultrasound image. Section 3 shows the exploratory results. A complete discussion is
demonstrated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws a conclusion.

2. Research Methods

This segment represents the computer vision approach to detect liver lesions from ultrasound
images. Several ultrasound including normal liver and lesion affected images train this proposed model.
The promising quality and contrast are ensured for the training phase. The grayscale conversion processes
all the input datasets and after that detects the Region of Interest (ROI) to remove the unwanted regions.
Next, the patches are accrued from each of the ROI images. The feature vector is formed using the fusion
of extracted features from the collected image patches. The SVM training is performed using these feature
vectors. This experiment has used speckle affected and low-quality ultrasound images for the test to some
extent. The test image is preprocessed with noise filtering and super-resolution (SR) techniques. Thus,
it can successfully overcome the limitations of image quality. The feature extraction scheme is performed
on the test images after preprocessing. Then, the image is classified whether affected by liver lesions or not.
Figure 1 represents the complete diagram of our working approach.
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2.1. Data Processing

This experiment collected 15,296 ultrasound images of 298 clinical studies from picture archival
and communication system (PACS) [17] using Toshiba Xario XG scanner. MICCAI publicly available
standard datasets [18,19] are also used in this experiment. The ultrasound image dataset comprising
total of 10,687 normal liver images and 4609 liver lesions including Cyst, Hemangioma (HEM),
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), Metastases (MET). This study attempts to classify normal liver
from the liver lesions of these four common types. It also reveals that the concentration is not for the
classification of lesion types. The training and test scheme contains two classes one for normal class
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and other for lesion class. The whole dataset is split randomly into 0.7 portion for training phase
and remaining 0.3 portion for test phase. All the training and testing was performed on a personal
computer (PC) of 64-bit windows. The PC configuration is 8 GB RAM with Intel Core i5 CPU of
2.60 GHz. MATLAB 2019b has been used to conduct the full experiments.

The region of interest (ROI) is extracted for training and test images in order to exclude unnecessary
text and machine annotations around the images. Image patches are captured by a 224 × 224 window
sliced from the top left corner to bottom right corner with stride 30. A Bayesian patch selection technique
is applied to obtain the target object patches and reduces the processing time [20]. This approach
suppresses the number of unnecessary training patches by considering the most informative patches of
reference frames. This model can be explained using Equation (1). For an image region I the number
of observed patches are 1, 2, 3, . . . ., m; reference frame R and target object patch S. The probability of
estimating target object patch using Bayes rule is P(S, R|I).

P(S, R|I) =
P(I|S, R) P(S, R)

P(I)
. (1)

Finally, the selected patches are considered using P(S, R) Equation (2).

(S, R) =
P(Ik|S, R)

P(Ik)
(2)

where k is the number of observed patches of 1 to m.
Figure 2 demonstrates the procedure of image data processing and patch collection. Again, the huge

amount of labeled data is a demand for any supervised learning for training phase. The insufficient training
data may tend overfitting problem in most of the cases. Data augmentation technique leads to overcome
this limitation by abolishing the over fitting status. A deep learning based on CNN model [21] is the best
fitted in our model and eliminate the drawback of the lack of labeled images. The augmentation techniques
such as translation, scaling, shearing, zooming, rotation, flipping, brightness changing are acting on patches
as the size and shape of lesion are varying in ultrasound image.
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2.2. Modified Anisotropic Diffusion Filtering

This experiment uses speckle affected test images in the testing phase and observes the detection
accuracy. The filtering techniques also need to preserve the necessary information while filter noise.
A detail preserving noise filtering [22] technique is necessary to extract the meaningful feature in our
proposed model. In this sense, the anisotropic diffusion has an extensive value as it can preserve and
even enhance the edge information in noise suppressing [23]. The edge information along with noise
can be detected through the gradient operators. The image gradient has changed in smaller pieces for
reducing noise while larger gradient preserves edge information. This experiment finds the gradient
changes in noise for strong speckle and low contrast images may go beyond the gradient of edge.
This will drain more edge information rather than noise. If this will have happened our experiment
has found worse accuracy results than working with noisy and artifact images.

The main contribution of this modified model is to reduce speckles while preserving small details.
We also do our experiment using poor contrast and low noise standard deviation images. To sustain
the meaningful edge information, we did the experiment using correlation and kurtosis values of noise
with image resolution. The iteration of the speckle suppression should be stopped when the noise part
of image is close to Gaussian. The noise part is denoted by Equation (4). If the noise part is Gaussian,
then the kurtosis value should be zero. The iteration cut-off is defined when the kurtosis value is below
0.001 that means low speckle with better edge preservation. The iterations continue unlit kurtosis
of noise part falls under this measurement as derive from Equation (5). The correlation between the
image class and noise class should be minimum is another iteration stopping condition. This can
preserve optimal edge information and maximize noise reduction. Equations (3)–(9) represent the
calculation, where I0 is a noisy image comprises with speckle noise n and original image I; the mean of
noise intensity G is µ; finally, calculate the kurtosis κ using Equation (6).

I0 = In (3)

n =
I −G
√

G
(4)

µ =

∑N
i=1 Gi

N
(5)

κ =
1
N

∑N
i=0(G− µ)

4

[ 1
N

∑N
i=0(G− µ)

2]
2 − 3 (6)

abs(n− κ) ≤ 0.001 (7)

ρI =

∑M−1
i=0

∑N−1
j=0 i. j.PI(i, j) − µIxµI y∑N

i=1(Iix−µIx)(Ii y−µI y)
N

(8)

ρG =

∑M−1
i=0

∑N−1
j=0 i. j.PG(i, j) − µGxµGy∑N

i=1(Gix−µIx)(Gi y−µI y)
N

(9)

where Equation (8) calculates the correlation of image intensities and Equation (9) calculates the
correlation of noise intensities. When the ρI and ρG show a minimum deviance, the filtering will get
the optimum result.

The experiment was also done using some well-known diffusion models based on Perona and
Malik [23]. The speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion (SRAD) [24] keeps the image over smoothing
and thus drains the edge information. Oriented-based non local means (OBNLM) [25] is affected with
drift effect as well as failed to preserve important details. The anisotropic diffusion with memory-based
speckle statistic (ADMSS) [26] has sharped the white pixels. The visual comparison is given in Figure 3.
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2.3. Learning Based Super Resolution

The image super-resolution (SR) technique is mainly used for retrieving the flexible detail from a
low resolution (LR) image. SR image reconstruction improves the detection accuracy by mapping the
high resolution (HR) information from the input test image. The HR image estimation has a significant
influence in this work while blurring and unexpected smoothness result from noise filtering. The main
drawback of this research was the edge blurring effect after filtering. This may affect the performance
result sometimes more than with noise and artifact of the image. The SR technique overcame this
limitation and rescued most of the significant details.

The LR input image and the HR target image have similar image content while missing only the
high-frequency details in LR image. The HR image can be achieved by estimating the residual image
and a residual part contains the high-frequency information of the desired image. The network is
trained to estimate the residual part from an LR input. Then the interpolation is used to upscale the
end to end feature mapping from the LR image patch to the HR image patch. The luminance channel
is used to upscale the residual part until match the size of reference HR image as the network is only
trained using the luminance part.

This experiment observes the performance of three mostly used SR techniques, such as a
reconstruction-based SR [27–29], interpolation-based SR [30,31], and learning-based SR [32–34].
The deep learning-based SR shows prior results compared to others. Calculating the performance results,
deep SR shows superiority in terms of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity
(SSIM). The larger the PSNR values generally indicate better image reconstruction performance.
The comparative experiment is represented in Figure 4. In Figure 4a, shows the input low resolution
(LR) after filtering and Figure 4c is the reference high resolution (HR) image. The residual image with
high-frequency details is depicts in Figure 4b. The learning-based SR image in Figure 4d is obtained
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through the residual part targeting the reference image. Figure 4e,f represents the SR image achieved
by interpolation-based and reconstruction-based approach respectively.
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2.4. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction for any computer aided classification system is very crucial [35]. This study
has observed several feature extraction techniques in our experiment. The fused feature of GWT and
LBP shows the most promising in local texture feature extraction.

2.4.1. Gabor Wavelet Transform (GWT) Features

Multi-scale feature extraction at various orientation of ultrasound image using GWT provides
useful description of texture [36]. A complex sinusoidal signal is performed on the spatial region of
Gabor filter with the feature of Gaussian kernel. The sinusoidal signal of Gabor filter is denoted by
Equation (10).

g =
s2

πγη
exp

(
−

x′ + γ2y′

2σ2

)
exp( j2πsx′ + ϕ) (10)
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Here, θ is the orientation of the frequency s in phase offset ϕ. The standard deviation σ is used in
the Gaussian envelope and the elliptic characteristics is represented by γ. The following Equations (11)
and (12) describe the portion of x′ and y′.

x′ = x cosθ+ y sinθ (11)

y′ = x sinθ+ y cosθ (12)

The GWT is obtain total 24 multi-scale image using four orientations and six scales. Four statistical
features: correlation, energy, homogeneity, entropy are measured for these multi-directional images.

2.4.2. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) Features

Multi-scale The local spatial textural feature of ultrasound image can be described using LBP [37].
It levels the neighborhood pixels with a threshold value and represent as binary number 0 or 1. Firstly,
each neighbor pixel gray values (3 × 3) are compared with the center pixel. The pixels are leveled as 1
if it is greater than the central pixel otherwise leveled as 0. Then, the neighbor pixel is represented as
a sequence of binary digit and convert into decimal to replace the center pixel value. For instance,
the sum (S) of all samples is 256 for the neighbor (8, i). When the gray level pixel variance is gp for the
neighborhood pixels (i, j), the complementary constant can be obtained as gc. Equations (13) and (14)
define the LBP segmentation across the image.

l =
P−1∑
P=0

S
(
gp − gc

)
2P (13)

S =

{
1;
0;

i f l(i, j) > 0
otherwise

}
(14)

2.4.3. CNN Features

Image feature extraction using CNN is one of the influential innovations in the field of computer
vision. This research did experiment on different CNN models from scratch and pre-trained models.
While the scratch model shows an inadequate performance with a limited dataset, the pre-trained
model helps to lessen the data demand. A pre-trained VGG19 [38] model is fine-tuned with our
experiment dataset as a feature extractor. This network model is formed using a 19-layer version
of VGGNet. This experiment has found that VGG19 outperformed VGG16 and other deep learning
models such as ResNet50, Alexnet, and scratch model.

Figure 5 depicts the architecture of the VGG19 model with sixteen convolution layers followed by
three fully connected layers. The activation function uses a non-linear ReLU for the output of each
convolution layer. There are five consecutive max-pooling layers dividing the whole convolution part
into five sub-regions. First and second sub-regions are comprised of two convolution layers each with
a depth size of 64 and 128, respectively. The remaining three sub-regions consist of four consecutive
convolution layers each with a depth size of 256, 512, and 512 respectively. Pooling layers are deployed
to reduce the learnable parameter after the sub-regions of convolutional layers. The feature vector has
obtained from the last layer of our VGG19 model. Two hidden layers with neurons 1024 and 512 are
placed before the output feature collection layer. This fine-tuned model has used L2 regularization after
each fully connected layer besides the dropout layer to reduce the overfitting in its implementation.
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2.5. SVM Classifier

This experiment uses SVM to classify two classes of normal liver and liver lesions. It tries to find
the best-fitted hyperplane that can divide those two classes. While forming a hyperplane it maximizes
the margins of high dimensional features between the two classes [39]. This will create a decision
boundary and the support vector data points are fall near the boundary. The experiment has found that
SVM is quicker than other classifiers to find the hyperplane with minimum required steps. An efficient
distance maximization technique makes it a better classification of liver ultrasound as well.

In medical imaging analysis, SVM performs better classification tasks for unseen and sparse
data [40]. Moreover, it can design a reliable classifier in case of noisy data such as ultrasound images.
The regularizations of SVM in this study are less affected by overfitting. It is less prone to the curse
of feature space dimensionality and thus obtains a good generalization result for additional features.
Good choice of λ as a kernel parameter and C as regularization parameter is the prerequisite of reliable
generalization performance. The correct choice of C is to maximize the decision boundary with a very
low value for training error. Five-fold cross-validation is performed in this study to find the optimal
values of λ and C for training [41].

2.6. Lesion Region Finding

The output segment in this study is proposed to mark the possible lesion region if the image is
detected as liver lesion. The liver lesions are of different shape and size varying with the lesion types.
Whenever any region is detected as lesion, a circle is marked around that region. The patches are
connected after classification to detect the center coordinate. The coordinates of overlapping circles
are used to find the possible lesion region. A center is selected as the final center where most of the
circles are overlapped. The distance between the final center and the minimum overlapped center is
maximized to obtain final radius. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the procedures of detecting lesion regions.
The marking instance of liver lesion is shown in Figure 6 according to our working algorithm.
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Algorithm 1: Detecting lesion regions.

n← number o f circle
Cn(x, y) = center coordinate o f circles
P(x, y) = intersect point
MP = map to claculate the overlapping circle in a center
ST = stack f or minimum number o f intersecting center point
X = center x coordinate; Y = center y coordinate
F = f inal center
r = radius
start

F← 1
r← 1
for i: 1→n

ST← Ci(x, y)
if Ci(x, y)∩ P(x, y) ≡ 1

MP[Ci(x, y)] + +

if (F < MP[Ci(x, y)])≡1
F←MP[Ci(x, y)]
X← x
Y← y

end if
if (MP[Ci(x, y)]>1)≡1

[Ci(x, y)]ST // pop the left if it is overlapping value is greater than 1.
end if

end if
end for

do
p← ST.top(x)
q← ST.top(y)

d=

√
(X − p)2

− (Y − q)2

r = max(r, d)
ST.pop()

end until ST ≡ ∅
draw circle (center, radius) = ((X, Y), r)

End
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3. Experiment Results

This experiment evaluates the computation result using the parameters, such as accuracy, specificity,
sensitivity, and F-score. These parameters are achieved using True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP),
True Negative (TN), False Negative (FN) derived from the confusion matrix in Figure 7. Equation (15)
to Equation (19) represents the computing formula of these five performance parameters from the
value of confusion metrics.

Accuracy (ACC) =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
. (15)

Specificity (SP) =
TN

TN + FP
(16)

Sensitivity (SE) =
TP

TP + FN
(17)

Precision (PR) =
TP

TP + FP
(18)

F− score (Fs) = 2×
SE× PR
SE + PR

(19)
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This method is trained using a leveled training dataset of promising image quality. In performance
validation, the proposed method used ultrasound test data set with varying resolution and speckle to
some extent. To extract meaningful features, detail preservation is the prerequisite along with noise
filtering. The test data sets usually go through a pre-processing with modified anisotropic diffusion
filtering and super-resolution technique. The performance of filtering can be measured using three
evaluation metrics [42], such as; signal to noise ratio (SNR), Edge preservation factors (EPF), Minimum
square error (MSE). The higher the SNR means the more noise reduction using the filtering techniques.
The higher edge preservation (EPF) result makes it clear that the filtering technique is efficient in
detail preservation. Less MSE indicates the minimum error between the input image and filtered
image. From Table 1, it is clear that all the existing filtering are good in MSE, but the SNR and EPF are
comparatively better in our modified filtering technique.
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Table 1. Performance evaluation of various anisotropic diffusion base filtering technique.

Methods
Evaluation Criteria

SNR EPF MSE

SRAD [22] 33.3683 0.7318 0.6784
OBLMN [23] 31.2361 0.7057 0.6850
ADMSS [24] 32.0854 0.7298 0.6964

Ours modified anisotropic filtering 37.1687 0.9822 0.6391

Noise filtering sometimes hides significant information about the image. This will limit the
feature extraction techniques suffering from meaningful details. The super-resolution technique is a
good choice to achieve flexible detail from the filtered images. This research investigated the three
well-developed SR techniques on varying scales. Among these, the proposed model achieves better
results for the learning-based SR technique. Calculating performance results the deep SR outperforms
superiority in evaluation criteria. The quantitative performance is measured using PSNR and SSIM
for all the three SR modal. The larger the PSNR values generally indicate the better method. Table 2
shows that the learning-based SR technique obtains a better result on our simulated dataset.

Table 2. Comparative study of super resolution froe different scales and parameters.

Super Resolution Techniques Scale PSNR SSIM

Interpolation-based SR [26]
2 32.3676 0.8154
3 27.7783 0.7564
4 26.5639 0.6893

Reconstruction-based SR [27]
2 32.4787 0.8395
3 29.3244 0.8330
4 27.5691 0.7321

Learning-based SR
2 33.7359 0.8674
3 29.9604 0.8071
4 28.5632 0.7470

This research detects liver lesions against the normal liver. The lesion class includes four lesion
types such as Cyst, HEM, HCC, MET. This research has no attempt to classify between the lesion types,
rather it has just combined the four types of the lesion as a one lesion class and classifies with a normal
liver image. The proposed method observed the classification result both for noisy and artifact image
and filtered preprocessed images. The noise variance is added between 0.001 to 0.004 into the test
image with varying resolution and artifacts. A modified anisotropic diffusion is applied to each of
the test images with an edge-preserving technique while takes as input. Applying a learnable SR
technique improves the classification accuracy from 95.02% to 98.40%. Figure 8 illustrates the visual
quality improvement in SR image. The noisy image and artifact sometimes mislead the diagnosis using
ultrasound. Again after filtering it may obscure the necessary details of ultrasound for being over
smoothing low resolution (LR) image. The super resolution (SR) techniques successfully overcome this
problem in most cases by achieving the high resolution (HR) images. This high resolution ultrasound
images are considered for patch collection and then feature extraction.
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This exploratory analysis attempted to find the best CNN model for feature extractor. Working
on the training and test data the fine-tuned VGG19 performs better as a pre-trained model. Table 3
presents the comparative study of different CNN pre-trained models on our experiment data. All of
the CNN models use a uniform benchmark dataset in training and the preprocessed test dataset is also
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identical to examine the performance of all those models. For the difference of the fine-tuned model,
we have just changed the classifier head and train the layers of the desired model. However, this study
has also computed the performance of a few scratch models, but the performance peak is not like
fine-tuned models as well. These models use SVM classifiers in the classification schemes to evaluate
detection accuracy. Extracted training features fed to SVM for training. Test features are extracted from
the preprocessed test images to measure the performance of CNN models.

Table 3. Comparative study of different CNN model.

CNN Models Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity F-Value

Scratch Model 0.8294 0.8167 0.8421 0.8271
Alexnet 0.9285 0.9172 0.9397 0.9276
VGG16 0.9361 0.9417 0.9305 0.9364

ResNet50 0.9483 0.9469 0.9497 0.9496
VGG19 0.9518 0.9409 0.9628 0.9591

After a deep investigation, this study has selected the fine-tuned VGG19 as the pre-trained model
for the feature extractor using CNN. While experimenting with the fine-tuned ResNet50 and the
fine-tuned VGG19 compete in terms of performance metrics. Finally, VGG19 has achieved better
accuracy for our preprocessed test dataset, although ResNet50 shows higher sensitivity.

GWT and LBP textural features are extracted for the training benchmark dataset and preprocessed
test dataset. This forms the local textural features set both for the training as well as a test vector.
These textural features and CNN features are fused into a fusion vector. This fusion is considered
for the final training and test vector. The training vector deploys to train the SVM. The experiment
outcomes using different combinations of feature fusion is tabulated in Table 4. The proposed fused
feature shows optimal performance in our final classification result.

Table 4. Comparison results of feature fusion.

Feature Combination Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

GWT 0.8610 0.8638 0.8581
LBP 0.8732 0.8850 0.8613

GWT + CNN 0.9683 0.9708 0.9658
LBP + CNN 0.9723 0.9749 0.9697

Proposed fusion (GWT + LBP + CNN) 0.9840 0.9867 0.9812

Table 4 indicates the prior performance of the proposed fused feature than a single fusion.
The performance evolution with noisy and sparse test data before any preprocessing is very crucial in
this study. While preprocessing is absent from the test data set, the performance is measured both
for the proposed fused features and CNN only. The impact of filtering and SR techniques on the
classification result is comprehensive from Table 5.

Table 5. Classification result without preprocessing of test data.

Methods Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity F-Value

CNN only 0.9073 0.9152 0.8994 0.9138
Proposed fusion 0.9502 0.9578 0.9426 0.9571

The exploratory analysis was performed on several classification model besides SVM classifier
to find the best suited one. Among them Decision Tree (DT), K nearest Neighbor (KNN), Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), and Random Forest (RF) show satisfactory results. All the classifiers have
been evaluated using the proposed feature vector. The KNN and DT shows some misleading result
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in case of medical image such as ultrasound. This misclassification can be overcome by introducing
RF classification. Moreover, ANN shows better accuracy compare to the DT and KNN, but the false
positive rate is still high. Finally, SVM outperforms all of them and the comparison result is tabulated
in Table 6.

Table 6. Classification using different classifier models.

Classifier
Models Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity False Positive

Rate
False Negative

Rate

DT 0.8979 0.9031 0.8726 0.0969 0.1274
KNN 0.9203 0.9257 0.9149 0.0851 0.0743

RF 0.9611 0.9706 0.9521 0.0479 0.0294
ANN 0.9618 0.9859 0.9375 0.0625 0.0141
SVM 0.9840 0.9867 0.9812 0.0129 0.0133

Accuracy vs. Epoch curve is plotted in Figure 9a. This is the clear evidence of no overfitting
situation with very close training and accuracy curves. The learning rate starts from 0.001 with
mini-batch size 64 and 36 epochs. The loss curve is depicted in Figure 9b indicating a little amount of
lost value.
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4. Discussion

The proposed technique is less submissive by the curse of drawbacks for the ultrasound.
The speckle noise and artifact effect has successfully minimized in ultrasound images. Again,
a learnable SR technique has lessened the blurring effect of over smoothness for noise filtering. Thus,
the preprocessing for input test images is vital to make our proposed feature fusion system more
reliable. The experiment result has observed performance falls without prepossessing of noise filtering
and the SR technique. SR reconstruction has played a remarkable role to dig the necessary details.

The majority of the works in the literature review faced difficulties for the ultrasound image
quality. This impact will reduce mostly generalization performance. The proposed method used the
academic torrent ultrasound image dataset for generalization purposes. This dataset is previously
unseen and unknown for this model. For generalization, we have used 6000 patches containing 4000
normal ultrasounds and 2000 lesion affected. The confusion metrics of the generalization results are
demonstrated in Table 7. Among 2000 patches, only 176 lesion patches are miss-detected. The wrong
detection rate is also a minimum for the normal liver as a liver lesion which achieves the generalization
accuracy of 90.66%.

Table 7. Confusion matrix obtained from generalization.

True Label
Predict Label

Liver Lesion Normal Liver

Liver Lesion (TP) 1824 (FN) 176
Normal Liver (FP) 383 (TN) 3617

The main key challenge of this research was the limitation of ultrasound image quality mentioned
in various literature. This work can address this problem by filtering the ROI of test image and
then reconstruct using a learnable SR technique. Another significant work is image patch collection
as considering all the patches will make the execution slower. The patches are derived from input
ROI using the size of 224 × 224 for stride of (30,30). The informative patches are collected using the
Bayes rule for the reference object. In addition, those selected patches are only considered for the
feature extraction process. This will make our training process and hence the proposed method faster.
The computation time is recorded and compared using Table 8.

Table 8. Computation time between the selected patch and conventional patch extraction for each ROI.

Method Number of Patches Time (s)

Informative patch selection less than 100 10.0371
Conventional patch extraction 700–900 120.021

Table 8 represents the recorded time for the selected patch approach and the conventional patch
extraction approach. For each ROI this patch selection approach selects less than 100 informative
patches. It will take on average 10.0371 s for the patches of each ROI to train while the conventional
approach requires more times to process large number of extracted patches.

The accurate comparison is a very laborious task as all the existing methods are not done using the
same datasets and machine facilities. However, there are some common characteristics for ultrasound
dataset. Now, it is important to select the efficient techniques which are best suited to lessen the
drawbacks, extract meaningful features, and classify the ultrasound images. The proposed method
performed a deep study on noise filtering and image reconstruction with important details. Many
relevant pieces of literature are compared in Table 9.
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Table 9. Comparison among existing method of focal liver lesion detection.

Papers Dataset Methods Results

Virmani [7] 108 ultrasound Texture features + PCA + SVM Accuracy = 87.2%
Sakr [8] 150 ultrasound HL texture + Histogram + Multi-SVM Accuracy = 96.11%

Hassan [9] 110 ultrasound SSAE + Softmax classifier Accuracy = 97.2%
Balasubramanian [10] 160 ultrasound Gabor + GLCM + PCA + NPN Accuracy = 90%

Kalyan [11] 60 ultrasound GLRLM + ANN Accuracy = 92.5%
Xian [12] 400 ultrasound GLCM+FSVM Accuracy = 97.0%
Jeon [13] 150 ultrasound Statistical features + SVM Accuracy ≥ 80%

Virmani [14] 108 ultrasound Texture features + PCA + BPNN Accuracy = 87.7%
Virmani [15] 108 ultrasound Texture ratio features + PCA + NN Accuracy = 95%
Hwang [16] 512 ultrasound Hybrid textural features + PCA + feed-forward NN Accuracy = 96%

Proposed Method 298 ultrasound GWT + LBP + CNN + SVM Accuracy = 98.40%

The proposed method of CNN and local textural feature fusion performed better using the SVM
classifier shown in Table 9. Here, SVM shows better performance as a binary classifier for noisy
and sparse ultrasound data. It is also less affected by the dimensionality of feature characteristics.
The preprocessing of input test image is very crucial to obtain this performance. This will result in
suppressing the limitation of test image and improve the generalization performance.

The k-cross validation is performed to obtain more embodied experimental result. After feature
extraction step, SVM classifier is trained by the 5-fold cross validation with notable iteration. In this
approach the feature vector is randomly split into 5 sub sets. One single sub set is selected for testing
purpose while remaining others are used to train the SVM. This training and testing sets are picked
randomly and thus the accuracy is changed in every steps. Each steps of proposed method are
presented in Table 10.

Table 10. Accuracy measure using 5-fold cross validation.

Methods Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5 Mean
Accuracy

GWT 0.8572 0.8675 0.8521 0.8643 0.8638 0.8610
LBP 0.8732 0.8789 0.8741 0.8674 0.8730 0.8732

GWT + CNN 0.9681 0.9749 0.9628 0.9685 0.9673 0.9683
LBP + CNN 0.9751 0.9739 0.9704 0.9709 0.9713 0.9723

Proposed fusion (GWT + LBP + CNN) 0.9882 0.9847 0.9813 0.9827 0.9833 0.9840

Table 10 shows the accuracy result of each fold for the fusion of VGG19 CNN model and textural
feature. The feature fusion of CNN with a single feature extraction method always reach the accuracy
more than 96%. Finally, the proposed method obtains the accuracy of 98.40%. Figure 10 presents the
accuracy graph of different fusion method. This suggests that proposed fusion method performed
really better than a single fusion method of this study.

This research performed some inspection by human expert and the proposed CAD system using
the same datasets. However, it is very laborious task to accurately investigate a large number of image
patches in an open eye. Here, only some confusing image patches are selected for testing by the human
inspection and proposed CAD system. Figure 11a shows a misdetection of liver lesion as a normal
liver by human expert. However, this proposed approach can detect correctly for liver lesion. Again,
Figure 11b is wrongly detected by human expert and proposed approach. Figure 11c represents the
misdetection of CAD system but correctly detected by human expert.
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5. Conclusions

This article presents a CAD system for focal lesion detection in ultrasound image. The exploratory
analysis is conducted through a learnable SR technique to obtain high frequency detail and thus
achieve a promising accuracy. The pre-trained fine-tuned model of CNN outperforms existing machine
vison-based expert systems for lesion detection. The proposed textural feature fusion with CNN has
improved the performance with accuracy of 98.40%. SVM classifier has been proven to be the best
fitted in this model for lesion diagnosis in liver ultrasound. This classification is done between the
normal liver ultrasound and focal liver lesion. An attempt to evaluate this method to classify among
various lesion types would also be interesting. Future work will be extended in classification of lesion
classes after the acquisition of sufficient leveled data.
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